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ABSTRACT
The ice–ocean system is investigated on inertial to monthly time scales using winter 2009–10 observations
from the first ice-tethered profiler (ITP) equipped with a velocity sensor (ITP-V). Fluctuations in surface
winds, ice velocity, and ocean velocity at 7-m depth were correlated. Observed ocean velocity was primarily
directed to the right of the ice velocity and spiraled clockwise while decaying with depth through the mixed
layer. Inertial and tidal motions of the ice and in the underlying ocean were observed throughout the record.
Just below the ice–ocean interface, direct estimates of the turbulent vertical heat, salt, and momentum fluxes
and the turbulent dissipation rate were obtained. Periods of elevated internal wave activity were associated
with changes to the turbulent heat and salt fluxes as well as stratification primarily within the mixed layer.
Turbulent heat and salt fluxes were correlated particularly when the mixed layer was closest to the freezing
temperature. Momentum flux is adequately related to velocity shear using a constant ice–ocean drag co-
efficient, mixing length based on the planetary and geometric scales, or Rossby similarity theory. Ekman
viscosity described velocity shear over the mixed layer. The ice–ocean drag coefficient was elevated for
certain directions of the ice–ocean shear, implying an ice topography that was characterized by linear ridges.
Mixing lengthwas best estimated using the wavenumber of the beginning of the inertial subrange or a variable
drag coefficient. Analyses of this and future ITP-V datasets will advance understanding of ice–ocean in-
teractions and their parameterizations in numerical models.
1. Introduction
The Arctic Ocean is stratified principally by salinity,
with a shallow, nearly vertically uniform mixed layer
about 30m deep in winter bounded below by a strong
halocline. The upper Arctic Ocean exchanges heat, salt,
and momentum with the overlying sea ice cover. Ice
formation releases cold, salty brine to the ocean mixed
layer, which in turn can drive vertical convection and
cause the mixed layer to deepen. Ice melting releases
freshwater to the mixed layer, inducing restratification.
Excess heat in the mixed layer, which causes melting,
can result from vertical entrainment of warmer Pacific-
or Atlantic-origin waters from below the mixed layer or
lateral advection of waters warmed by solar radiation
absorbed at open leads. Wind forcing creates sea ice
motion and so ice–ocean velocity shear, which transfers
momentum to the ocean and forces ocean currents and
internal waves. The processes of ice formation, ice melt,
and ice movement, together with ocean currents and
ocean mixing, couple the ice and ocean systems. Changes
in sea ice cover are likely to modify vertical turbulent
fluxes within the oceanmixed layer and the internal wave
field that in turn may have feedbacks on the ice. Thus, we
are motivated to improve the understanding of upper-
ocean processes and ice–ocean interactions.
Ice–ocean interactions are observed using the first ice-
tethered profiler (ITP; Krishfield et al. 2008a; Toole
et al. 2010) to be equippedwith a velocity sensor (ITP-V;
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Williams et al. 2010). The ITP-V instrument provides
simultaneous observations of velocity, temperature, and
salinity at high vertical and temporal resolution. The
first ITP-V returned profiles through the upper ocean as
well as measurements of turbulent fluctuations just be-
low the ice–ocean interface. Observations were taken
under full ice cover fromOctober 2009 toMarch 2010 in
the Canada Basin. The goal of the present study is to use
these data to better understand the ice–ocean system on
inertial to seasonal time scales and in doing so demon-
strate the utility of the ITP-V.
Inertial motions are common throughout the Arctic
and together with tidal motions constitute the majority
of the internal wave field (D’Asaro andMorehead 1991;
Halle and Pinkel 2003; Pinkel 2005). Ice cover appears
to dampen or otherwise impede internal wave activity
and vertical mixing as the Arctic internal wave field is
observed to be weak compared with ice-free regions
(Levine et al. 1985; D’Asaro and Morehead 1991). In-
ternal wave activity can affect water column potential
temperature u and salinity S structure and turbulent
fluctuations near the ice–ocean interface. Previous ob-
servations where both internal wave velocities and tur-
bulent fluctuations have been observed are primarily
from manned drift stations [Surface Heat Budget of
theArctic Ocean (SHEBA), for example; McPhee 2002;
Pinkel 2005]; one advantage of the present study is that
the internal wave field is analyzed jointly with water
column structure and turbulent fluctuations.
Observations of turbulent u, S, and velocity fields
along with ice velocity allow many commonly used pa-
rameterizations to be assessed. Parameters of interest,
which have been the focus of many prior studies, include
the turbulent heat flux between the ice and ocean that
impacts ice growth and melt (e.g., McPhee 1992), drag
between the ice and ocean fromwhich the ocean velocity is
derived in numerical models (e.g., McPhee 2002; Shaw
et al. 2008), the mixing length or vertical distance over
which dominant eddies diffuse momentum (e.g., McPhee
1994), and the turbulent dissipation rate beneath sea ice
(e.g., McPhee and Martinson 1994). The ITP-V observa-
tions are used to assess these parameterizations, drawing
comparisons with and expanding on prior results.
This paper is organized as follows: The ITP-V and its
sampling scheme during the first deployment are de-
scribed in section 2a. Sections 2b and 2c present the
calculation of relevant parameters from the observa-
tions. An overview of the observations, including a basic
description of the Ekman veering, internal wave field,
and turbulent fluctuations, is given in section 3a. The
impact of internal waves on the water column and tur-
bulent fluxes is presented in section 3b. A joint analysis
of heat and salt fluxes is presented in section 3c. Mo-
mentum flux parameterizations are presented in section
3d, which includes discussion of the ice–ocean drag co-
efficient, turbulent dissipation rate, and estimates of mix-
ing length. Conclusions are presented in section 4. The
derivation of ocean velocity from the ITP-V platform is
detailed in appendix A, and the dominant time and length
scales of turbulent fluctuations are detailed in appendix B.
2. Observations and methods
a. ITP-V Sampling scheme
Observations were collected during a 6-month drift
of an ITP-V (ITP-35) in the Canada Basin (Fig. 1). The
FIG. 1. (a) Map of Canada Basin with the ITP-V drift track in black. Gray contours show 1000-, 2000-, and 3000-m
isobaths. (b) Drift track showing location on 9 Oct 2009 (triangle); on 1 Nov, 1 Dec, 1 Jan, 1 Feb, and 1 Mar 2010
(circles); and on 31 Mar 2010 (square).
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ITP-V consists of a surface buoy moored in and drifting
with the sea ice that supports a weighted wire along
which a profiler package crawls (Krishfield et al. 2008a).
Deployment was on 9 October 2009 in a floe that was
2.6m thick, which corresponds to an ice–ocean interface
at about 2.3-m depth. In 6 months, the ITP-V drifted
anticyclonically within the basin following a circuitous
path covering a total distance of 1448 km, with a net
displacement of 353 km to the southwest. Sampling
ended when the file capacity of the onboard flash drive
was reached because real-time data telemetry from this
first ITP-V did not occur (the system was recovered to
offload the archived data).
Ice velocity, ocean velocity, temperature, and salinity
are derived from ITP-V sensor data; wind velocity is
derived from a reanalysis wind product. The ITP-V
profiler package contained a CTD measuring at 1Hz, a
single-point three-axis current meter measuring at 2Hz,
and attitude/motion sensors measuring at 2Hz (three-
axis angle rate gyro, three-axis accelerometer, and
three-axis fluxgate compass). The CTD data were pro-
cessed according to Krishfield et al. (2008b). The current
meter measures velocity relative to the profiler package
as it drifts with the ice and crawls along the wire. Ab-
solute ocean velocity, u, y, and w, is obtained by ac-
counting for 1) the pitch, roll, and heading of the
profiler, which are determined from the attitude/motion
sensors (Williams et al. 2010); 2) the vertical and hori-
zontal motion of the profiler as it moved along the
(possibly inclined) wire, which is estimated using wire
angle derived from the attitude sensors and the time rate
of change of pressure ›P/›t as measured by the CTD;
and 3) the motion of the entire ITP-V system due to the
ice velocity. Further details, including aligning the CTD
and velocity records in time as well as calibrations and
a discussion of errors, are given in appendix A. Ice ve-
locity, uice and yice, is derived from hourly GPS fixes and
linearly interpolated in time to align with the time of the
ITP-V observations. Atmospheric winds are derived
from the 6-h National Centers for Environmental Pre-
diction (NCEP) reanalysis wind product (Kalnay et al.
1996). Surface wind velocity is interpolated in space and
time to align with the ITP-V observations.
Sampling consisted of vertical profiles interspersed by
periods of parked measurements near the ice–ocean
interface. Profiles were obtained every 4 h to 150-m
depth, with two of those profiles per day extending to
750-m depth. The 2-Hz velocity observations and 1-Hz
CTD observations with 12.5- and 25-cm vertical reso-
lution, respectively (the nominal profiler speed along
the wire was 0.25m s21), are averaged into 1-m depth
bins. The shallowest depth bin consistently observed
while profiling was 7m. Twice daily between profiling
operations, the ITP-V was programed to park at a fixed
position along the wire near 6-m depth and sample for
approximately 40min to observe turbulent fluctuations.
Parked measurements were at a mean depth plus or
minus one standard deviation of 5.7 6 0.4m, about 3.0–
3.8m below the initial ice–ocean interface. Each ap-
proximately 40-min record was sufficiently long to
capture the dominant time scales (100–200 s) and hori-
zontal length scales (5–50m) of the eddies responsible
for vertical fluxes of heat, salt, and momentum (appen-
dix B). Noise was evident at periods less than 10 s (ap-
pendix B); fluctuations at periods less than 10 s are
excluded from analysis. The final data product for the
fixed-depth observations is at the 1-Hz rate of the CTD
observations. This study primarily focuses on the more
frequently sampled upper 150m of the water column and
the turbulent fluctuations below the ice–ocean interface.
b. Parameters from profile data
Mixed layer and mixing layer depths are defined using
critical density differences from the shallowest depth
bin. The mixed layer base is defined using a critical
density difference of 0.25 kgm23; thresholds ranging
from 0.1 to 0.5 kgm23 produced essentially the same
mixed layer base. The mixing layer base is defined using
a critical density difference of 0.01 kgm23 to delineate
that portion of the mixed layer that had been recently
homogenized in the vertical.
An Ekman depth was determined for each velocity
profile. Under steady-state conditions, constant viscos-
ity, and neutral buoyancy, the Ekman spiral with a north-
ward surface stress is described by
uEkman5V0e
2z/D
E cos(4582 z/DE) and (1a)
yEkman5V0e
2z/D
E sin(4582 z/DE) , (1b)
where V0 is the ocean surface velocity,DE is the Ekman
depth, and z is depth positive downward (Ekman 1905).
The velocity magnitude was fit to an exponential decay:
f[u(z)2 uref]21 [y(z)2 yref]2g1/25V0e2z/DE, (2)
where V0 andDE are the fitted parameters, and uref and
yref constitute a reference velocity. The reference ve-
locity is taken to be the velocity 2m above the base of
the mixing layer to consider only profile segments with
negligible stratification. The fit is from the shallowest
depth bin to 3m above the base of the mixing layer. The





, where f is the Coriolis parameter.
Rotary spectra of velocity are considered as a function
of frequency and of vertical wavenumber. Frequency
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spectra are calculated for the ice velocity and ocean
velocity at each depth bin. Ice velocity is first linearly
interpolated to a uniform 1-h grid, and ocean velocity at
each depth bin to a uniform 4-h grid. Vertical wave-
number spectra are calculated for each profile using
velocity between 40- and 150-m depth. Rotary spectra
are calculated by removing a mean and trend from each
record (velocity as a function of time or depth), taking
the Fourier transform, and averaging the resulting Fourier
coefficients in frequency or vertical wavenumber space.
c. Parameters from parked measurements
Heat, salt, and momentum fluxes are estimated for
each approximately 40-min fixed-depth record. Heat
and salt fluxes are calculated as rCphu0w0i and (r/1000)
hS0w0i, respectively, where r is density, and Cp is specific
heat capacity. Momentum flux magnitude is presented
in terms of the friction velocity:
u*5 (hu0w0i
21 hy0w0i2)1/4 . (3)
Primed quantities indicate the removal of a mean and
trend from each approximately 40-min record after
a 10-s low-pass filter is applied (e.g., Fig. B1, described in
greater detail below), and angle brackets indicate an
average over each approximately 40-min record. Posi-
tive fluxes correspond to warm/salty water traveling
upward or cold/freshwater traveling downward.
The production of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE),
2hu0w0i›hui/›z2 hy0w0i›hyi/›z, was estimated using
›hui/›z5 (uice2 hu6i)/hzmi, where u6 indicates the ve-
locity from parked measurements at 6-m depth, and zm
is the distance from the ice–ocean interface to the
measurement depth. The ice–ocean interface is taken to
be at 2.3-m depth. Using the ice–ocean velocity differ-
ence and not the local ocean velocity shear may over-
estimate TKE production.
Horizontal wavenumber k is derived assuming a fro-
zen field hypothesis as frequency divided by the mag-
nitude of the mean relative velocity past the sensor over
each 40-min sampling period. Mean relative velocity
past the sensor is equivalent to the ice–ocean velocity
difference [(u62 uice)
21 (y62 yice)
2]1/2 as the sensor is
advected with the ice velocity and represents the speed
at which turbulent eddies are advected past the velocity
sensor. Under a frozen field hypothesis, larger relative
velocities translate to a larger horizontal distance ob-
served by the ITP-V during a 40-min sampling period.
Horizontal wavenumber spectra E(k) are used to
derive two estimates of the turbulent dissipation rate
and the wavenumber that indicates the beginning of the
inertial subrange. Horizontal wavenumber spectra were
calculated after the relative velocity for each 40-min
sampling interval (u62 uice, y62 yice, and w6) was ro-
tated into an along-stream, across-stream, and nearly
vertical coordinate system such that each 40-min-mean
relative across-stream and vertical velocity was zero.
The beginning of the inertial subrange is identified
from the spectra of vertical velocity. Similar to previous
studies (McPhee and Martinson 1994; McPhee 1994,
2002, 2004), a seventh-order polynomial was fit to kE(k)
calculated from vertical velocity fluctuations for wave-
numbers corresponding to frequencies less than 0.4 cy-
cles per second (cps), and the beginning of the inertial
subrange kmax was identified as the maximum of this
polynomial fit.
The turbulent dissipation rate is estimated using two
methods. The inertial dissipation method assumes a bal-
ance between TKE production and dissipation (Tennekes
and Lumley 1972; Gross and Norwell 1985):
E(k)5a«2/31 k
25/31n , (4a)
where «1 is the turbulent dissipation rate estimate, n is
white noise, and a is the Kolmogorov constant taken to
be 0.5 in the along-stream direction (Huntley 1988) and
(4/3)3 0:5 in the across-stream and vertical directions
consistent with isotropic turbulence (Tennekes and
Lumley 1972). Wavenumber spectra for each 40-min
record were fit to (4a) for wavenumbers corresponding
to frequencies of 0.02–0.2 cps. These frequencies were
chosen to be above the noise floor of the observations. A
second method makes no assumptions about the TKE






where «2 is the turbulent dissipation rate estimate, and ki
is any specific horizontal wavenumber in the inertial
subrange. Using the seventh-order polynomial fit of kE(k),
a wavenumber corresponding to 75% of kmaxE(kmax)
was used in (4b), provided it was larger than kmax and
smaller than a wavenumber corresponding to a fre-
quency of 0.4 cps (87% of spectra fulfilled this criteria).
3. Results and discussion
a. Overview
This subsection presents an overview of the observa-
tions using an approach from top to bottom and from
large to small scale. The winds, ice velocity, and upper-
ocean velocity are introduced, followed by the temper-
ature, salinity, and velocity profiles, and Ekman currents,
internal waves, and turbulent fluctuations.
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Surface winds (ua, ya), ice velocity (uice, yice), and
ocean velocity at 7-m depth (u7, y7) are first considered
in terms of their speed (Fig. 2). Ice and ocean speeds
exhibited greater energy on smaller temporal scales,
such as those of tidal and inertial motions, than did wind
speed as these higher-frequency motions were heavily
smoothed in theNCEPwind product. Over the 6months
of observations, speeds had a median plus or minus
one standard deviation of 5.96 2.8m s21 for the surface
wind, 0.096 0.06m s21 for the ice, and 0.056 0.03m s21
for the ocean at 7-m depth. The wind and ice speeds
have a best-fit relationship of uice5 0:019ua, close to the
free-drift ratio of 0.02 and the ratio observed during
SHEBA, but different from the winter ratio observed
during the Arctic Ice Dynamics Joint Experiment
(AIDJEX) that was less than 0.01 (McPhee 2002). The
speed regression between the ice and ocean at 7-m depth
is u75 0:43uice. There was good correlation over the
entire 6-month record between wind speed, ice speed,
and ocean speed, consistent with winds that forced ice
motion, which in turn forced oceanmixed layer currents.
The acquired temperature and salinity profiles showed
conditions typical of theCanadaBasin inwinter (Figs. 3a,b).
Stratification was almost entirely determined by salin-
ity, with a strong halocline at the base of the surface
mixed layer and relatively weak vertical gradients below
300-m depth. Mixed layer depth varied from 15 to 40m,
with the shallowest depths observed in October. Within
the mixed layer, the water column was only occasionally
truly well mixed; imbedded shallower mixing layers
were frequently observed (Fig. 3b; see also Timmermans
et al. 2012). The layer of relatively warm water near 50-
m depth is Pacific Summer Water and is isolated from
the mixed layer by the strong stratification at the mixed
layer base. A few profiles, particularly in November,
show a near-surface temperature maximum (Maykut
and McPhee 1995; Jackson et al. 2010) immediately
below the mixed layer base at around 30-m depth. The
Atlantic water temperature maximum is evident below
250-m depth.
Profiles of absolute ocean velocity (Figs. 3c,d) reveal
Ekman-like shear in the mixed layer, inertial and tidal
currents throughout the water column, and weak geo-
strophic velocities. Ocean velocity was typically less
than 0.1m s21 in magnitude and rarely in the same di-
rection for more than a day or so. The largest ocean
currents of about 0.4m s21 were associated with an an-
ticyclonic eddy observed in March whose baroclinic
structure brought warmer water closer to the mixed
layer base. Other anticyclonic eddies in this depth range
were also observed, but for shorter periods of time, and
were associated with spreading isopycnals and colder
temperatures (e.g., temperature and velocity on 29
November). With the exception of such eddies, ocean
current speeds were largest near the surface but smaller
in magnitude than ice floe speeds. The largest velocity
shears were between the ice and uppermost ocean ve-
locity observation and about the mixed layer base.
Ekman spiraling is investigated with ITP-V profile
data by rotating wind and ocean velocity into a coor-
dinate system aligned with the direction of the ice ve-
locity at the time of each profile. Ekman spiraling was
apparent in individual profiles; for most profiles, ice
velocity was directed 08–908 to the right of the winds, and
ocean velocity at 7-m depth was directed 08–908 to the
right of ice velocity (Figs. 4a,b). The smallest wind or
ocean velocities, those less than 3 or 0.05m s21, respec-
tively, were least likely to have consistent angular offsets
FIG. 2. (a) Wind speed and (b) ice speed (black) and 7-m ocean speed (gray). Wind speed is
interpolated in space and time from 6-h NCEP reanalysis surface winds to the 4-h ocean ve-
locity record. Ice speed is calculated from the 1-h record of GPS position and then interpolated
in time to match the 4-h ocean velocity record.
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between the wind and ice velocities or between the ice
and ocean velocities. The median angle between the
surface winds and ice velocity was 288 for wind speeds in
excess of 3m s21, and that between the ice velocity and
ocean velocity at 7-m depth was 358 for ocean speeds in
excess of 0.05m s21. The wind and ocean velocities were
measured at different relative depths within their re-
spectiveEkman layers and so are expected to have different
median rotation angles. Amean profile is constructed by
averaging all profiles with 7-m ocean speeds in excess of
0.05m s21 (Fig. 4c). The mean profile shows ice velocity
directed to the right of the wind vector, ocean currents
directed to the right of the ice velocity, and ocean cur-
rents that rotate to the right and decay with depth in the
mixed layer. This is in good agreement with the classic
Ekman spiral and previous observations (Hunkins 1966;
Shaw et al. 2008). Deviations from a classic Ekman
spiral appear around 15–20-m depth, coincident with the
shallowest mixing layer bases, suggesting that stratifi-
cation influences these currents. Average Ekman cur-
rents were the same magnitude as instantaneous mixed
layer currents, suggesting Ekman veering was a domi-
nant process within the mixing layer (and presumably
mixed layer).
Ekman depth was calculated using (2) for 90% of the
profiles in which velocity magnitude decayed with depth
(e.g., Fig. 5a). A well-defined Ekman layer did not al-
ways occur when ocean speeds were small (e.g., Fig. 4b)
or when the ice speed and mixed layer velocity were
rapidly changing in time. The median estimated Ekman
depth was 11m, with a distribution skewed toward
smaller values such that 50% of Ekman depths were
between 6 and 17m (Fig. 5b), smaller than most mixing
layer depths. These values are similar to those found
previously under sea ice (Hunkins 1966; McPhee 1987;
McPhee and Martinson 1994; McPhee 2008a).
Near-inertial and tidal motions were notable through-
out the observation period in both ice and ocean velocity.
Rotary spectra of ice velocity and ocean velocity at all
depths had a peak near the semidiurnal period in the
clockwise component only (Fig. 6a). The peak encom-
passes the 12.0- and 12.42-h period semidiurnal tidal
motions as well as near-inertial motions: the inertial
period at the measurement latitudes of 74.68–77.48N
ranges between 12.30 and 12.45 h. No attempt is made
here to distinguish tidal from near-inertial motions. We
note that ocean velocity spectra flatten at frequencies
higher than about 1 cycle per day (cpd) (most evident in
the counterclockwise component) because the ITP was
programmed to profile at the 4-h period, resulting in
a few kilometers separation between profiles. Higher-
frequency motions including internal waves and low-
frequency spatial variations are aliased and Doppler
smeared into frequencies higher than 1 cpd [an under-
water glider has similar temporal resolution and aliasing
effects (Rudnick and Cole 2011)]. Ice velocity is un-
affected, which in part occurs because of its higher 1-h
temporal resolution and in part suggests that high-
frequency internal waves do not significantly affect ice
motion. Rotary spectra of the vertical shear of hori-
zontal velocity below the mixed layer also show a peak
near the semidiurnal period in the clockwise component
only, indicative of near-inertial and tidal internal waves
(Fig. 6c).
Upward and downward energy propagation by the
internal wave field can be distinguished using rotary
spectra in vertical wavenumber space. Averaged over all
profiles, clockwise-with-depth velocity and shear vari-
ances were slightly elevated over counterclockwise ve-
locity and shear variances for wavelengths greater than
about 10m (Figs. 6b,d). The elevated clockwise variance
indicates a slight dominance of downward internal wave
propagation, consistent with local generation of internal
waves near the surface. Similar in shape to previous
Arctic observations (D’Asaro and Morehead 1991;
Merrifield and Pinkel 1996; Pinkel 2005), and different
from the classic Garrett–Munk description (Cairns and
Williams 1976; Gregg and Kunze 1991), the deployment-
mean ITP-V shear spectrum exhibits a peak at 10–50-m
vertical wavelength; note also the noise at wavelengths
less than about 8m.
Turbulent fluctuations were observed at 6-m depth
near the top of the Ekman layer. Early in the deploy-
ment, this measurement depth was 3.4m below the ice–
ocean interface; ice growth during winter brought the
ice–ocean interface closer [typical winter ice growth is
around 70 cm (Perovich and Richter-Menge 2009)]. A
boundary layer is assumed with velocity that varies
logarithmically to match the ice velocity to the ocean
velocity at the top of the Ekman layer. The base of the
log layer can be estimated as 0.05DE (Shaw et al. 2008).
For Ekman depths of 5–40m, which includes most of
the observed Ekman depths (Fig. 5b), the vertical extent
of the log layer would be about 0.25–2.0m. Because our
observations were about 3m below the ice–ocean in-
terface, the observed turbulent fluctuations were pri-
marily within the Ekman layer and deeper than any log
layer.
The estimated vertical turbulent heat, salt, and mo-
mentum fluxes at 6-m depth had a range of values during
winter (Fig. 7). The time-mean plus or minus one stan-
dard deviation of the friction velocity, heat flux, and
salt flux was 0.007 6 0.005m s21, 1.0 6 2.9Wm22, and
20.2 3 1026 6 3.9 3 1026 kgm22 s21, respectively.
Positive and negative salt flux events were about equally
likely, while positive heat flux events were larger in
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magnitude and more frequent than negative heat flux
events. Overall, heat and salt fluxes were both domi-
nated by a few large events (see also McPhee 1992).
b. Impact of internal waves
Asegment of the velocity shear record from the end of
December captured internal waves that had dominant
upward phase propagation with time, consistent with
downward energy flux (Fig. 8d). Upward phase propa-
gation was most evident after 23 December and in the
upper 80m. A shift in wind direction (Fig. 8a) and a
corresponding shift in the direction of ice–ocean shear
(Fig. 8b) occurred on 23–24 December, suggesting that
these internal waves were locally generated due to
changes in wind forcing and ice–ocean shear. The shift in
winds and ice–ocean shear (and internal waves gener-
ated just after 23 December) also corresponded to ele-
vated momentum flux (Fig. 8c) and an erosion of
stratification within the mixed layer due to a mixing
event that reached to the mixed layer base (Fig. 8e). It is
not clear in what order the wind shift, increased turbu-
lence, erosion of mixed layer stratification, and internal
wave generation occurred; all events appear to have taken
place simultaneously over a 1–2-day period.
Over the entire 6 months of observations, internal
wave activity and associated velocity shear were not
constant. To examine the near-inertial/tidal frequency
motions as a function of depth and time, wavelet co-
efficients (aMorlet wavelet with n5 1) are averaged over
7 days in time and 5m in depth for frequencies between
FIG. 3. Depth–time sections of (a) salinity, (b) potential temperature, (c) absolute eastward
velocity, and (d) absolute northward velocity. The upper 750mwith 2 profiles per day as well as
the upper 150m with 6 profiles per day are shown. In (c) and (d), ice velocity is shown in a band
between 23- and 3-m depth, and absolute ocean velocity is shown at the observed depths
below. Isopycnal depths (black) are spaced apart by 1.0 kgm23 (22.0–27.0 kgm23). The mixed
layer base (magenta) and mixing layer base [orange in (b)] are calculated using thresholds of
0.25 and 0.01 kgm23 from the shallowest observation, respectively.
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1/12.0 and 1/12.8 cycles per hour (cph) (Figs. 9b,d). Ice–
ocean shear at these frequencies (Fig. 9b) as well as wind
speed and friction velocity (Figs. 9a,c) were slightly
elevated in December. At all depths below the mixed
layer, near-inertial/tidal velocity shear was elevated from
1 December through mid-February, with the region of
highest shear about the mixed layer base expanding
downward until 1 February (Fig. 9d).
Vertical mixing due to internal waves altered stratifi-
cation. The December–January period of increased in-
ternal wave shear was associated with a somewhat
deeper mixed layer and increased stratification within
the mixed layer. Increased stratification manifested as
more frequent occurrences of shallow mixing layers
(Fig. 3b) so that the average mixing layer depth was
shallower than the average mixed layer depth (Fig. 9e).
More frequent shallow mixing layers suggest that sub-
mesoscale restratification (and its relationship with
vertical mixing) has a complex behavior under ice cover.
Internal wave mixing likely eroded the shallow mixing
layers and not the strong stratification at the mixed
layer base.
Internal wave activity was also associated with changes
to turbulent fluctuations just below the ice–ocean inter-
face. The December–January period of increased inter-
nal wave activity corresponded to predominantly positive
salt fluxes, and very little change in cumulative heat flux
(Figs. 7b,c). Positive salt fluxes are consistent with turbu-
lent entrainment of saltier waters from below the mixed
layer. However, positive heat fluxes did not dominate,
consistent with entrainment at the base of the shallower
mixing layer where the vertical temperature gradient was
weak. In contrast to the December–January period,
February and March corresponded to predominantly
positive heat fluxes and predominantly negative salt fluxes,
consistent with convection from brine rejection during ice
formation (cold and salty water sinking). The October–
November period of positive heat fluxes and moderate
but alternating salt fluxes may reflect the combined
action of brine rejection and vertical entrainment.
FIG. 3. (Continued)
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c. Heat flux parameterizations
A frequently used heat flux parameterization is based
on the turbulent momentum flux and the deviation from
the freezing temperature:
hu0w0i5CHu*(hui2 uf ) , (5)
where CH is the heat transfer coefficient, and uf is the
freezing temperature (McPhee 1992; McPhee et al.
2003). To evaluate the parameterization, heat flux
and friction velocity at 6-m depth are considered. The
freezing temperature is calculated using the mean
pressure and salinity over each 40-min record. Because
salinity affects the freezing temperature, salinity fluxes
FIG. 4. Velocity statistics in local ice coordinates. Eachwind, ice, and
ocean velocity observation was rotated into a coordinate system with
ice velocity oriented northward (08). The direction of (a) the rotated
surface wind vs wind speed and (b) the rotated 7-m ocean velocity vs
7-m ocean speed. Red lines show the median directions of 2288 for
wind speeds greater than 3ms21 in (a) and 358 for ocean speeds greater
than 0.05ms21 in (b). Positive angles are to the right of the ice di-
rection. (c) The mean profile for ocean speeds greater than 0.05ms21
with mean wind velocity (6.8m s21) in magenta, mean ice velocity
(0.13m s21) directed northward in black, and mean ocean velocity
estimates at 1-m depth intervals in color, starting at 7-m depth.
FIG. 5. Ekman depth estimates from (1). (a) Example profile on
22 Oct 2009 with an Ekman depth of 19m. Total velocity magni-
tude (thin dark gray), Ekman velocity magnitude after removing
the reference velocity (thick light gray), and the best-fit Ekman
velocity magnitude (black) are shown. (b) Probability distribution
function (PDF) of Ekman depth with corresponding viscosities
indicated. Only the 90% of profiles for which the velocity magni-
tude decayed with depth are included. The median depth of 11m
(dashed) is shown.
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can impact parameterized heat flux, and so heat and salt
fluxes are jointly analyzed.
Observed heat flux was sometimes anticorrelated with
observed salt flux, a feature that the parameterized heat
flux lacks (Figs. 10a,b).When temperatures were near or
below the freezing temperature, observed heat and salt
fluxes were anticorrelated (Fig. 10a), while parameter-
ized heat flux was near zero and uncorrelated with the
observed salt flux (Fig. 10b). The observed heat flux
versus salt flux scatterplot resembles the scatterplot for
mean temperature and salinity, which is a straight line
in winter with temperatures typically within 0.018C of
the freezing temperature (Fig. 10d). The slope of the
freezing line in the u–S scatterplot is identical to the
slope in the heat flux versus salt flux scatterplot; heat and
salt fluxes were anticorrelated in such a way that the
turbulent fluxes did not alter u 2 uf. This is consistent
with parameterizations that constrain salt flux so that
u 2 uf is not altered, which are valid when double dif-
fusion is unimportant [see section 6.3 ofMcPhee (2008b)
and see McPhee et al. (2008)].
The cause of correlated heat and salt fluxes can be
deduced by examining temperature and salinity fluctu-
ations over individual 40-min records as well as their
nearest profiles. Two cases are considered: a positive
heat flux and a negative heat flux (Fig. 11). In both cases,
temperatures were below the freezing temperature with
fluctuations of u and S that paralleled the freezing line
(Figs. 11a,b). Correlated u and S fluctuations on time
scales of seconds suggest that the upper portion of the
water column consisted of water parcels with different
u and S, all with the same deviation from the freezing
temperature, which were vertically exchanged by tur-
bulent motions. The nearest profiles of u and S support
FIG. 6. Rotary spectra of (top) velocity and (bottom) velocity shear as a function of (a),(c) frequency and (b),(d)
vertical wavenumber. Clockwise components are solid and counterclockwise components are dashed. As a function
of frequency, spectra are calculated for ice velocity and for ocean velocity at each depth. Spectra are averaged over
depths within the mixed layer (7–20m), just below the mixed layer base (50–70m), and deeper in the halocline (100–
120m). The dashed gray line shows a frequency of 12.42 h, which is the tidal period as well as the inertial period at
758N. As a function of vertical wavenumber, spectra are calculated using the 40–150-m depth range and averaged
over all profiles. Each profile is assumed to be an independent estimate. Gray curves show the 90% confidence
interval with the number of degrees of freedom taken to be twice the record length, 173 days or 110m, multiplied by
the frequency or wavenumber. Dotted lines have a slope of 22.
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this interpretation with near-uniform values of u2 uf in
the upper 20–25m, even though temperature (and sa-
linity) varied with depth (Fig. 11c). The vertical gradi-
ents in temperature (and salinity) at 7–8-m depth were
consistent with the signs of the observed fluxes as well
(warmer water above colder water and a negative heat
flux for 14 January; colder water above warmer water
and a positive heat flux for 28 January). Water parcels
with different u and S in the vertical but the same de-
viation from the freezing temperature may result from
lateral fronts that tilt and restratify [see example fronts
in Timmermans et al. (2012)].
Overall, the vertical exchange of water parcels with
different u and S characteristics but the same deviation
from the freezing temperature was occasionally influ-
ential. The effect of such events is shown using a modi-
fied heat flux parameterization:
hu0w0i5CHu*(hui2 uf )1Af hS0w0i , (6)
where Af is the slope of the u–S relation at the freezing
temperature (Fig. 10c). The modified parameterization
is simply (5) plus the heat flux required to maintain the
same deviation from the freezing temperature for the
observed salt flux. The modified parameterization cor-
relates better with observed heat flux: r2 5 0.8 for the
modified parameterization (6), and r2 5 0.7 for the
standard parameterization (5). Anticorrelated heat and
salt fluxes were significant for a fraction of the heat flux
events, and so the cumulative heat flux estimates agree
to within error (95% confidence limits): 16.0 3 106 6
5.1 3 106 Jm22 for directly estimated heat flux, 14.0 3
106 6 4.0 3 106 Jm22 for parameterized heat flux (5),
and 15.3 3 106 6 4.4 3 106 Jm22 for the modified pa-
rameterization (6). As individual flux observations and the
collective 6-month record were constrained to the freezing
temperature, this suggests that double diffusion was un-
important, which is consistent with other winter observa-
tions (McPhee et al. 2008), but not studies with melting ice
(Notz et al. 2003) or with strong lateral fronts (McPhee
et al. 2013). Finally, note that while it is difficult to observe
salt flux, only occasionally correlated heat and salt fluxes
support the conclusion that these salt flux observations are
accurate (and are not affected by response time mis-
matches between temperature and conductivity sensors).
d. Momentum flux parameterizations
Numerical models rely on a relationship between ve-
locity shear and turbulent momentum flux to parame-
terize momentum transfer between the ice and ocean.
The most commonly used parameterization is a qua-
dratic drag law:
FIG. 7. Time series of (a) friction velocity [see (3)], (b) heat flux, and (c) salt flux. Positive
heat/salt fluxes correspond to warm/salty water rising or cold/freshwater sinking. Cumulative
turbulent fluxes with 95% confidence intervals (white lines and shading) are calculated as-
suming each 40-min estimate was representative of a 12-h period. Confidence intervals were
estimated using a bootstrap procedure as the std dev of 10 000 cumulative flux estimates based
on the observed values. The cumulative vertical heat and salt fluxes were 16 3 106 6 5 3
106 Jm22 and 25.5 6 7.0 kgm22, respectively (mean 6 95% error).
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FIG. 8. Shear and stratification from 15 to 31 Dec. (a) Wind
speed, (b) ice–ocean shear, (c)momentumflux, (d) vertical shear of
northward velocity, and (e) stratification. The mixed layer base
(dashed black), mixing layer base (red), and 23 Dec (dashed ma-
genta) are shown. Isopycnals (solid black) as in Fig. 3.
FIG. 9. Shear and stratification over the entire record. (a) Wind
speed, (b) magnitude of ice–ocean shear, (c) momentum flux,
(d) velocity shear, and (e) stratification. Ice–ocean shear and ve-
locity shear are for 12.0–12.8-h periods only using a wavelet anal-
ysis. All records are smoothed over 7 days in time. Velocity shear
and stratification are also smoothed over 5m in depth. The gray
line at 3-m depth in (d) and (e) indicates the time period shown in
Fig. 8. Mixed layer base, mixing layer base, and 23 Dec as in Fig. 8.
Isopycnals (black) as in Fig. 3.
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(hy0w0i21 hy0w0i2)1/25Cd[(uice2hu6i)21 (yice2 hy6i)2] ,
(7)
where Cd, the ice–ocean drag coefficient, is taken to be
a constant, and we evaluate ice–ocean velocity shear
using velocity from turbulent fluctuations at 6-m depth.
FIG. 10. (a) Directly observed heat flux, (b) parameterized heat
flux, and (c) modified parameterized heat fluxes vs directly ob-
served salt flux. (d) Mean u vs mean S at 6-m depth. A heat transfer
coefficient of CH 5 0.0124 is used because it gives the best agree-
ment with directly observed heat flux. Colors indicate the deviation
from the freezing temperature, which is calculated at the mean
pressure of each 40-min sample. Dashed lines show the freezing
temperature at the deployment mean pressure of 5.7dbar in (d) and
have the corresponding slope in (a)–(c). Black and gray triangles
indicate values corresponding to the records shown in Fig. 11.
FIG. 11. Observed u vs S at 6-m depth from 45min on (a) 14 Jan
2010 (fluctuations are shown in Fig. B1) and (b) 28 Jan 2010.
Dashed lines show the freezing temperature at the sample mean
pressure of 6.1 dbar in (a) and 5.5 dbar in (b). (c) Profiles of tem-
perature relative to (left) the temperature at the shallowest depth
and (right) the freezing temperature. Profiles were collected 1 h
prior to the fluctuations at fixed depth.
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An alternative parameterization relies on a mixing
length l, which represents the distance over which do-










where the velocity shear is the ocean shear at a particu-
lar depth. Three estimates of mixing length are consid-
ered based on observed parameters (the beginning of
the inertial subrange kmax, the turbulent dissipation rate
«2, and Ekman diffusivity kE):





where cl5 0:85 (McPhee 1994), and «2 is used as it
agrees better with TKE production than when estimated
using the inertial dissipation method [see section 3d(1)].
If (7) and (8) are valid, then the ice–ocean drag coef-













where ul/zl is the local ocean shear (e.g., that between
6- and 7-m depth), and um is the velocity difference as-
sociated with zm (e.g., that between the ice and 6-m
depth). Most comparisons of mixing length estimates
are between (9a) and (9b) (e.g., McPhee 1994), with or-
der of magnitude comparisons to (9c) (e.g., McPhee and
Morison 2001); comparisons to estimates based on ob-
served shear (9d) are rare. A third parameterization
scheme is Rossby similarity theory, which utilizes the
















where k5 0:4 is von Karman’s constant, z0 is a rough-
ness length, A and B are constants, and the reference
velocity is typically taken to be the geostrophic velocity
of the ocean (McPhee 2012). Rossby similarity re-
sembles (7) with an effective drag coefficient that de-
pends on friction velocity. The remainder of this
subsection first presents the turbulent dissipation rate,
followed by the ice–ocean drag coefficient, and finally
comparisons of mixing length estimates (9a)–(9d) and
momentum flux parameterizations (7), (8), and (10).
1) TURBULENT DISSIPATION RATE
The turbulent dissipation rate is estimated from hor-
izontal wavenumber spectra (section 2c), which are first
considered by averaging based on TKE production
(section 2c). Three features of the average area-
preserving spectra kE(k) stand out (Fig. 12c): 1) at all
levels of TKE production, the observations extend into
an inertial subrange with a slope of22/3 [E(k) has a slope
of 25/3]; 2) average spectral levels, and so estimates
of dissipation, scale with TKE production; and 3) the
wavenumber corresponding to the maximum in the
area-preserving spectra scales with TKE production
only for the vertical component, as in McPhee (2004).
Average spectra are not consistent with isotropic tur-
bulence, in which along-stream and vertical spectral
levels are larger than across-stream spectral levels by
a factor of 4/3; vertical spectral levels in particular were
not elevated above along-stream spectral levels. While
additional observations are desirable to reduce noise in
the average spectra, such a situation may indicate an-
isotropic velocity fluctuations or may result because of
the effects of underice ridges, as has been previously
observed (McPhee 2004).
The turbulent dissipation rate can be adequately es-
timated from a fit to a25/3 power law [e.g., (4a), «1, and
Fig. 12a] or based on a single point in the inertial sub-
range [e.g., (4b), «2, and Fig. 12b]. The two dissipation
rate estimates were correlated with r25 0:8 (Fig. 12d)
and similar to previous estimates (McPhee 1994;
McPhee and Stanton 1996; McPhee 2002, 2004; Fer and
Sundfjord 2007; Sirevaag et al. 2011). Dissipation was
also correlated with but slightly smaller than TKE pro-
duction (Fig. 12e). Dissipation estimated from a single
point in the inertial subrange («2) was correlated better
with TKE production than when directly estimated
from a25/3 slope («1). The conversion to/from potential
energy 2(g/r)hr0w0i, which is equivalent to the buoy-
ancy flux, was typically more than an order of magnitude
smaller than either production or dissipation (Fig. 12e)
and so negligible in the TKE equation. The majority of
TKE produced by ice–ocean shear was dissipated locally
within the mixed layer.
2) ICE–OCEAN DRAG AND HYDRAULIC
ROUGHNESS
Constant as well as time-varying drag coefficients are
considered. Over the entire 6 months of observations
a best fit to (7) is obtained with Cd 5 7.1 3 10
23 (r2 5
0.69). A time-varying drag coefficient is considered by
applying (7) to each flux measurement individually. The
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derived drag coefficient varied by more than an order of
magnitude, from values smaller than 13 1023 to greater
than 10 3 1023, with a median value of 10.1 3 1023
(Fig. 13a). Such values have been previously observed
[see summary tables in Shirasawa and Ingram (1991)
and Lu et al. (2011)], with variations attributed to dif-
ferences in underice topography and rough ice resulting
in a larger drag coefficient.Although the ITPwasmoored
in the same ice floe over the entire 6months, the underice
topography may have changed because of the ice growth
or ridging events. The largest drag coefficients were pri-
marily observed during straight drift segments toward
the west and southwest (Fig. 13c), suggesting that the ice
floe drift was approximately irrotational, the underice
topography was linearly ridged, and the drag coefficient
varied because of the changes in the direction of the ice–
ocean shear relative to the orientation of these ridge
features. The drag coefficient tended to be larger for
two directions of the ice–ocean shear roughly 1808 apart
(Fig. 13b), supporting this hypothesis.
A roughness length scale is estimated and is ad-
vantageous because it is independent of measure-
ment depth. Within a logarithmic boundary layer, the
roughness length is related to the drag coefficient by
k21(u*/u*0) log(zm/z0)5C
21/2
d . To estimate the rough-
ness length, assumptions are made regarding 1) the depth
of the ice–ocean interface, which is only known at the
beginning of the deployment, and 2) the surface friction
velocity. The estimated depth of the logarithmic boundary
layer is 0.25–2.0m (section 3a), smaller than zm5 3:4m;
FIG. 12. Turbulent dissipation rate. Example velocity spectra on 7 Nov 2009 showing (a) the best fit of a25/3 slope
to the vertical velocity spectra used to estimate «1 (blue) and (b) the polynomial fit to the area-preserving vertical
velocity spectra (magenta). Triangles show the peak wavenumber and wavenumber used to estimate «2. Dashed gray
lines have a slope of 25/3 in (a) and 22/3 in (b). (c) Area-preserving velocity spectra averaged according to the
production of turbulent kinetic energy: less than 1027m2 s23 (thin lines), from 1027 to 1026m2 s23 (medium lines),
and greater than 1026m2 s23 (thick lines). Dashed gray lines have a slope of 22/3 and are vertically offset by 4/3.
(d) Comparison of the two estimates of turbulent dissipation rate. (e) Turbulent dissipation rate («1 in blue and «2 in
magenta) and buoyancy flux magnitude (gray squares) vs TKE production.
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the roughness length scale is most likely overestimated
if our observations are not within the logarithmic bound-
ary layer. An upper bound of z05 6:4 cm results using
the median drag coefficient of 10.1 3 1023, zm5 3:4m,
and u*0/u*5 1. Ice growth of 70 cm during winter
would reduce the estimated z0 to 5.0 cm. A surface
friction velocity corresponding to u*0/u*5 1:23 (the
median value using Ekman depth to describe the de-
cay of u* with depth) would reduce z0 to 2.5 cm. Such
estimates are again consistent with previous obser-
vations of multiyear ice (McPhee 2012, and references
therein).
3) MIXING LENGTH
Mixing length has been found to depend on the
smallest of three length scales (McPhee 1994; McPhee
and Morison 2001; McPhee 2008a; Sirevaag et al. 2010):
the geometric scale of the logarithmic boundary layer
kzm; the planetary scale L*u*/f , with L5 0:028 as in
McPhee (2008a); and theObukhov length scale u3*/khb0w0i,
where hb0w0i is the buoyancy flux. The geometric length
scale was initially 1.4m and may have decreased through-
out the deployment because of ice growth. The Obukhov
length scale is too large to be important, with only 5% of
values less than 5m, reflecting the weak buoyancy forcing










Note that the mixing length depends on u* for a range
of u*; that range depends on the distance from the
boundary. The planetary scale was less than the maxi-
mum geometric scale for u*, 0:007m s
21, which cor-
responded to 54% of observations.
Three of the four estimates of mixing length [(9a)–
(9d)] agreed well with (11). Mixing length based on kmax
[(9a)] and based on Cd [(9d)] was almost always smaller
than the geometric length scale and scaled with the
planetary scale (Figs. 14a,d). This is similar to mixing
length estimates based on kmax from previous observa-
tions (McPhee 2008a, his Fig. 13; Sirevaag et al. 2010,
their Fig. 6). The shear factor in (9d) of (um/zm)/
(ul/zl)5 3 was chosen so that derived mixing lengths
would agree in magnitude with mixing length based on
kmax. Had observations of velocity at 7-m depth been
available simultaneously with those at 6-m depth, this
factor could have been directly determined; the factor
of 3 is consistent with the shear between the ice and
ocean exceeding the shear at any specific depth within
the Ekman layer. As lCd }C
1/2
d , the drag coefficient itself
scaled with the planetary and geometric scales; a drag
coefficient that depends on u* is consistent with Rossby
similarity.Mixing length based on the turbulent dissipation
FIG. 13. Ice–ocean drag coefficient. (a) PDF ofCd from each 40-min record. Dashed line shows themedian value of
10.13 1023. (b) The ice–ocean drag coefficient vs the direction of ice–ocean shear. Black line shows themedian value
in each direction bin, with vertical lines connecting the 25th and 75th percentile values. (c) The ice–ocean drag
coefficient along the drift track. Black circles show 1 Nov, 1 Dec, 1 Jan, 1 Feb, and 1 Mar.
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rate (9b) was similar, but had 37% of mixing lengths
larger than the geometric scale (Fig. 14b). Mixing length
based on Ekman viscosity did not scale with the geo-
metric or planetary scales (Fig. 14c) and approximately
decreased with increasing u*. Ekman viscosity was more
representative of mixing over a larger depth range than
specifically at 6-m depth, suggesting that viscosity varied
with depth. Overall, the most appropriate mixing length
or drag coefficient increases with u* at small u* and is
best estimated from a variable ice–ocean drag coef-
ficient or the beginning of the inertial subrange.
Mixing length estimates had significant scatter about
the planetary and geometric scales and did not correlate
with each other. Considering the largest and smallest
20% of drag coefficients illustrates that each estimate is
independent; large drag coefficients corresponded to lCd
larger than the geometric scale (Fig. 14d) and lk smaller
than the planetary scale (Fig. 14a), while l« and lE (Figs.
14b and 14c) did not show a relationship to the drag
coefficient. With the exception of lE, scatter in mixing
length was largely confined to a region within a factor of
3 of the planetary scale. Scatter about the planetary scale
for lk was related to the drag coefficient; elevated drag
coefficients, which correspond to weak velocity shear
for a given momentum flux, corresponded to an inertial
subrange that began at smaller horizontal scales and
mixing lengths that were smaller than the planetary
scale. It is unclear what caused scatter in the other
mixing length estimates; there was no clear relationship
to other parameters including buoyancy flux, mixed
layer depth, or mixing layer depth. Variations in L*, cl,
and the ratio of the ice–ocean shear to local ocean shear
are possible, as are influences of the inferred linear ridge
structure of the underice topography or other sources
and sinks of momentum such as the internal wave field.
The significant scatter in mixing length about the plan-
etary scale and tendency for the mixing length to be less
than the geometric scale was robust between estimates.
4) MOMENTUM FLUX VERSUS VELOCITY SHEAR
Momentum flux parameterizations [(7), (8), and (10)]
are compared by considering the relationship between
momentum flux and velocity shear (Fig. 15). The direc-
tion of momentum flux aligned with that of the ice–ocean
FIG. 14. Mixing length estimates vs friction velocity. Mixing length is estimated from (a) the beginning of the
inertial subrange kmax, (b) the turbulent dissipation rate «2, (c) Ekman viscosity using viscosities that correspond to
Ekman depths of 0–50m linearly interpolated to the times of flux measurements, and (d) the ice–ocean drag co-
efficient. Color indicates the largest (red) and smallest (blue) 20% of drag coefficients. Horizontal dashed lines
correspond to the geometric scale kzm. Gray lines show the planetary scale L*u*/f (solid) and the planetary scale
multiplied by factors of 3 and 1/3 (dashed–dotted), with L*5 0:028.
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velocity difference as predicted by (7), with perpendic-
ular momentum flux most common for the smallest
values of u* (Fig. 15a). In magnitude, a constant drag
coefficient [(7)] corresponds to a slope of 2 between u2*
and velocity shear, Rossby similarity [(10)] corresponds
to a smaller slope, and the geometric and planetary
scales [(11)] converted into a drag coefficient using (9d)
result in a constant value of shear at low u* and a slope of
2 at high u*. Using realistic values for the ice–ocean
system [Cd 5 10.1 3 10
23, z05 6:4 cm, and u*0/u*5 1,
as in section 3d(2); A 5 2.1 and B 5 2.3 as in SHEBA
and typical of the Arctic ice–ocean system (McPhee
2008b, chapter 9; McPhee 2012)], scatter in the ob-
servations was greater than the differences between
parameterization schemes (Fig. 15b). Disagreement
with the planetary scale at small u* may have resulted
from assuming a constant ratio of ice–ocean shear to
local shear in (9d) and does not indicate that mixing
length is an invalid approach. The best-fit relationship
to the observed u2* and velocity shear was significantly
different from the quadratic with a slope of 1.53 6 0.14,
similar to the Rossby similarity solution and previous
observations that also support a slope less than 2
(McPhee 1979, 2012). For large friction velocities, scat-
ter in the observations decreased and the slope became
closer to a value of 2. The three approaches to param-
eterizing momentum flux considered here adequately
captured the relationship between turbulent fluctuations
and velocity shear (the observed versus predicted ice–
ocean velocity difference corresponds to r2 5 0.78 for
Rossby similarity, r2 5 0.79 for a constant drag coef-
ficient, and r2 5 0.81 for mixing length based on the
planetary and geometric scales).
4. Summary and conclusions
A diverse collection of processes on a range of spatial
and temporal scales were observed with the ITP-V.
These included velocity observations 1) from just below
the ice–ocean interface to well below the mixed layer
base at high enough frequency to observe internal waves,
and 2) while at fixed depth allowing vertical fluxes of heat,
salt, and momentum and the turbulent dissipation rate
to be quantified. Sampling over a period of 6 months
provided not just a single observation, but robust sta-
tistics following the temporal evolution of the ice–ocean
system. Key findings include the following:
1) Increased internal wave activity is associated with
changes to stratification within the surface mixed
layer and turbulent fluxes of heat and salt just below
the ice–ocean interface (section 3b).
2) Anticorrelated heat and salt fluxes resulted from
turbulent mixing of water with different u and S but
the same deviation from the freezing temperature
(section 3c).
3) Velocity near the ice–ocean interface is adequately
described using a constant drag coefficient, mixing
length, or Rossby similarity approach, while Ekman
viscosity describes velocity near the base of themixing
layer; mixing length is best estimated from the hori-
zontal wavenumber of the beginning of the inertial
subrange or a variable drag coefficient and in-
creases with friction velocity up to the geometric
scale (section 3d).
Because of the unsteady nature of the Arctic ice–ocean
system, with winds and ice velocity that vary on scales of
FIG. 15. (a) Fraction of momentum flux at 6-m depth directed
parallel to the ice–ocean velocity difference. (b) Scatterplot of
momentum flux at 6-m depth vs the ice–ocean velocity difference.
Theoretical predictions based on Rossby similarity with z0 5
6.2 cm, A 5 2.1, B 5 2.3 (red), the planetary and geometric scales
(green), and a constant drag coefficient of 10.1 3 1023 (blue) are
shown. The best-fit slope of 1.5 (gray) is also shown.
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hours to many days or longer, specific parameters (e.g.,
the turbulent dissipation rate, heat flux, salt flux, Ekman
viscosity, and internal wave energy levels) typically have
a wide range of observed values. The specific parameters
observed here are consistent with this wide range of
observed values and have provided an excellent dataset
for evaluating turbulent processes and their parame-
terizations in the ice–ocean system.
Within the mixed layer, the velocity structure largely
consisted of Ekman veering and near-inertial/tidal mo-
tions. Despite the significant temporal variability at the
inertial and tidal time scales, Ekman veeringwas evident
in most profiles with ocean currents that veered toward
the right and decayed with depth. The ice cover sup-
pressed many other processes, such as surface waves,
making Ekman veering a dominant feature of the sur-
face circulation.
The internal wave field is best characterized as having
a slight preference for downward propagation with in-
ternal waves occasionally locally generated in the mixed
layer or at the mixed layer base. Vertical mixing asso-
ciated with increased internal wave activity impacted
stratification within the mixed layer as well as heat and
salt fluxes near the ice–ocean interface; entrainment
likely occurred at the base of the shallow mixing layers.
A clear signal of internal waves affecting themomentum
balance was not evident; momentum transferred to
the internal wave field should reduce the momentum
transferred to mixed layer ocean currents and sub-
sequently elevate the ice–ocean drag coefficient (and
decrease the hydraulic roughness; e.g., Morison et al.
1987; McPhee and Kantha 1989). Both the internal wave
field and ice–ocean drag coefficient varied significantly
in time.
Heat and salt fluxes were sometimes anticorrelated
because of the vertical exchange of water parcels with
different u and S but the same deviation from the
freezing temperature, which was most likely to occur
when the water parcels were closest to the freezing
temperature. Previous studies also document anti-
correlated heat and salt fluxes [e.g., compare Figs. 8 and
11 of McPhee (2008a)] and suggest this results when
double diffusion is unimportant (McPhee et al. 2008). It
is not clear if correlated heat and salt fluxes were asso-
ciated with any particular process such as brine rejection
when the mixed layer was near the freezing temperature
or weak and shallow turbulent mixing that did not reach
to the base of the mixing layer. Investigating any dif-
ferences in turbulent eddy structure between processes,
such as brine rejection events and vertical entrainment
events, or between eddies primarily resulting in large
salt fluxes, versus large heat fluxes, is beyond the scope
of the present paper.
These observations allow several momentum flux
parameterization schemes and mixing length estimates
to be evaluated. A wider range of friction velocities has
been considered than with previous studies; an even
wider range of friction velocity may be needed to dis-
tinguish between momentum flux parameterization
schemes. Constant drag coefficients, mixing length based
on the planetary and geometric scales, and Rossby simi-
larity theory were all valid approaches to parameterizing
momentum flux. Ekman diffusivity was most represen-
tative of velocity shear over the larger distance between
the ice and base of the mixing layer. Mixing length es-
timates had significant scatter about the planetary scale,
with the cause of such scatter unclear and different be-
tween mixing length estimates. Considering the ice–ocean
drag coefficient in amixing length framework shows that
the dependence of the drag coefficient on friction ve-
locity is partly a manifestation of the influence of the
planetary scale on the mixing length. Note that these
observations correspond to a single point along the ice
floe. An ITP-V near different ice topography may yield
different momentum fluxes and relevant parameters
(e.g., Cd, z0, and l); it is unlikely that the full range of
parameter space has been explored.
Several open questions remain, especially with re-
spect to a changing Arctic ice–ocean system. As sea ice
thins and presumably accelerates in the Arctic, ensuring
a correct parameterization scheme for momentum in
particular is essential. Stratification and shallow mixing
layers affect Ekman veering and upper-ocean velocity as
well; changes to upper-ocean stratification will impact
ocean circulation in the Arctic. Anticyclonic eddies, for
which absolute velocity observations are not commonly
obtained, impact the distribution of tracers between the
boundary and interior regions; a larger collection of
observations is needed to address their impact on the
Arctic Ocean. Finally, we note that these observations
have focused on the winter season and fully ice-covered
conditions. Observations that span an entire year will
show how the ice–ocean system evolves seasonally and
responds to decreased ice cover in summer.
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APPENDIX A
Derivation of Ocean Velocity
Several calibrations are employed to obtain an accu-
rate estimate of ocean velocity from ITP-V sensor ob-
servations. Details of the Nobska Inc. modular acoustic
velocity sensor (MAVS; www.nobska.net) can be found
in Thwaites and Williams (1996), Williams et al. (2010),
and Thwaites et al. (2011). Relative velocity past the
sensor urel is derived from an acoustic travel time cal-
culation as urel5 c2Dt/2d, where c is sound speed, Dt is
a travel time difference, and d is the acoustic pathlength.
Sound speed is derived from observed temperature,
salinity, and pressure. Time-invariant errors in path-
length and travel time are accounted for using a magni-
tude correction that all velocity components are
multiplied by. The heading is calculated from the three-
axis fluxgate compass after biases of 0.0094 and 0.0102
for the x and y components are applied. These biases
were determined from a subset of the observations
where the wire angle was less than 0.758. The local
magnetic declination as well as a preliminary heading
bias of 138, determined from a laboratory ‘‘compass
spin’’ prior to deployment, are also accounted for. A
final heading bias as well as biases in pitch and roll are
applied to account for any difference in the orientation
of the motion sensors and the velocity sensor as well
as any remaining bias in the heading. The magnitude
correction, as well as pitch, roll, and heading biases are
determined so that the ice velocity is most completely
removed from the relative velocity; for zero absolute
ocean velocity, the relative velocity measured by the
sensor will be equal and opposite to the ice velocity.
Values of 1.2 for the magnitude correction, 3.58 for pitch
bias, 218 for roll bias, and 2128 for heading bias were
inferred from the preliminary data and used in creating
the final velocity estimates.
Once the above calibrations are applied, the velocity
due to the motion of the profiler along the wire and ice
velocity are accounted for. A profiler moving along a
nonvertical wire will observe a relative velocity in the
horizontal as well as vertical directions in the absence of
any ice or ocean flow. This velocity is removed before
the relative velocity measured by the sensors is rotated
into a geographic east–north–up coordinate system. All
three components of this velocity are estimated using
›Z/›t derived from pressure as measured by the CTD,
together with the pitch, roll, and heading of the ITP-V.
To avoid introducing high-frequency noise, pitch, roll,
and heading are smoothed as in Williams et al. (2010).
Absolute velocity for the parked measurements was
calculated without subtracting out the motion of the
profiler using a ›P/›t estimate because the profiler was at
a fixed depth at these times. Ice velocity is assumed to be
constant during the duration of each profile and each
fixed-depth measurement. Ice velocity is interpolated in
time to the beginning of each down profile, the end of
each up profile, and the mean time of each fixed-depth
profile; this ensures the best estimate of shear between
the ice and upper-ocean currents.
FIG. B1. Fixed-depth observations at 6-m depth on 14 Jan 2010. (a) The 1-s records of salinity
and vertical velocity. (b) Fluctuations of vertical velocity, salinity, temperature, and horizontal
velocity offset vertically. Fluctuations are the 1-s records averaged to a 10-s record and then
detrended.
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The velocity and CTD sensors on the ITP-V do not
start or stop logging at precisely the same time, nor do
they necessarily sample at exactly the same rate. Thus,
a scheme is required to align the two data series andmap
them to a common time base. For profile sampling, the
sensors log data for 2min before initiating eachprofile and
2min after stopping each profile; alignment is achieved
bymatching the start and stop transients in ›P/›t andw. A
lag of 12.0 swas derived between the start of theCTDdata
records and the start of the velocity sensor data; this time
offset was applied to the profile data as well as the fixed-
depth observations. A sample rate factor of 0.500 s was
also derived and reflects the factor of 2 differences be-
tween the manufacturer-specified rates of 1Hz for the
CTD and the 2Hz for the velocity sensor. The relative
sample rate factor of exactly 0.500 s trivialized the map-
ping to a common time base.
Errors in derived ocean velocity arise from several
sources. A fin on the profiler aligns the velocity sensor
into the current to minimize the effect of wakes gener-
ated by the moving profiler. Faster relative speeds be-
tween the ocean and profiler reduce wake errors
because the wake is more quickly advected away from
the sensor. The primary effect is on periods smaller than
about 10 s (appendix B). Errors also result from errors in
ice velocity caused by errors in GPS fixes or inter-
polation in time of the 1-h ice velocity record to the time
of the ITP-V observations. These GPS errors do not
affect the estimated vertical velocity or turbulent fluc-
tuations that involve removing a sample mean velocity,
which constitute many of the results and analysis in this
study. Errors in heading, pitch, and roll of the profiler
may also be present, even after calibrations are applied.
A bias of 68 in the ITP-V heading corresponds to a bias
in the absolute ocean velocity of 0.01m s21 for a hori-
zontal velocity of 0.1m s21. For fixed-depth sampling,
pitch and roll typically did not vary by more than 38
during each 40-min sampling period, while variations
in heading were larger. Errors in heading do not affect
vertical velocity fluctuations. During profiles, errors in
pitch, roll, and heading will cause the motion of the
profiler along the wire to be incorrectly accounted for
and so result in errors in velocity. Overall, the obser-
vations support the conclusion that the derived ocean
velocity is trustworthy.
APPENDIX B
Dominant Scales of Turbulent Fluctuations
Turbulent fluctuations are first considered as a func-
tion of frequency. Fourier coefficients for u andw, which
contribute to one component of the turbulent vertical
momentum flux, are calculated from each approxi-
mately 40-min record (e.g., Fig. B1) after the mean and
trend are removed. When averaged over the 6-month
record, squared coherence shows that the vertical
and horizontal velocity fluctuations were significantly
FIG. B2. Statistics of fixed-depth observations. (a) Squared co-
herence of u and w in frequency space averaged over all observa-
tions. The 95% confidence limit is shown (gray). Normalized
cospectra of u and w in (b) frequency space averaged over all ob-
servations and (c) horizontal wavenumber space averaged over
relative velocities greater than 0.069m s21 (solid) and less than
0.069m s21 (dashed). Cospectra are normalized so that the area
under the curve is equivalent to the covariance.
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correlated at all frequencies (Fig. B2a). Cospectra, which
show the frequency distribution of only the fluctuations
that are correlated, were elevated at periods of about
100–200 s, corresponding to ocean turbulence, and at
periods less than about 10 s, corresponding to noise in
the observations, possibly from eddies shed by the sen-
sor (Thwaites et al. 2011; Fig. B2b). Coherence and co-
spectra between vertical velocity and the temperature or
salinity fluctuations were similar in character to those
with the horizontal velocity (not shown).
Dominant length scales are determined from cospectra
as a function of the horizontal wavenumber (horizontal
wavenumber is derived in section 2c using the relative
velocity past the sensor). To eliminate high-frequency
noise, Fourier coefficients for each 40-min record are
calculated for wavenumbers that correspond to fre-
quencies less than 0.1 cps. Cospectra are then calculated
and averaged in wavenumber bins for the largest and
smallest 50% of relative velocities past the sensor
(Fig. B2c). A dominant peak is evident near 10–50-m
scales for the larger relative velocities and near 5–30-m
scales for the smaller relative velocities. With a 40-min
sampling period, a mean relative velocity of 0.02m s21
is required to observe a 50-m scale; the mean relative
velocity exceeded 0.02m s21 in 90% of the fixed-depth
observations. Because smaller relative velocities were
associated with smaller dominant scales, the ITP-V ob-
servations capture the dominant scales in all cases.
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